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Measurement of oxygen saturation in venous blood
by dynamic near infrared spectroscopy
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Abstract. A method for the measurement of oxygen saturation in the
venous blood, SvO2, based on optical measurements of light absorp-
tion in the infrared region is presented. The method consists of apply-
ing relatively low external pressure of 25 mm Hg on the forearm,
thereby increasing the venous blood volume in the tissue, and com-
paring the light absorption before and after the external pressure ap-
plication. SvO2 has been determined from light absorption measure-
ments in two wavelengths, before and after the pressure application,
using a formula derived for two adjacent wavelengths. The method
has been applied to the hands and fingers of 17 healthy male subjects,
using wavelengths of 767 and 811 nm. SaO2, the oxygen saturation
for arterial blood, was also obtained from photoplethysmographic
measurements in these two wavelengths (pulse oximetry) using the
same formula. The mean (6SD) value of SaO2 was 94.5%(63.0). The
mean value of SvO2 was 86.2%(64.1) for the finger and 80.0%(68.2)
for the hand. These SvO2 values are reasonable for the finger and the
hand where arterio-venous anastomoses exist. The method enables
the measurement of SvO2 in the limbs, a parameter which is related to
tissue blood flow and oxygen consumption. © 2000 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers. [S1083-3668(00)01102-3]
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lethysmography; venous occlusion.
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1 Introduction
The different light absorption spectrum for oxygenated and
deoxygenated hemoglobin had motivated the development o
several noninvasive optical methods for the assessment
oxygen saturation in the blood. The most interesting region o
the light spectrum for tissue diagnosis is the red to near infra
red region~600–1300 nm!, in which the absorption coeffi-
cient is low enough to allow significant intensity of light to be
transmitted through or diffusely reflected from the organ un-
der investigation. The measurement is simple for thin organs
such as fingertip or earlobe, but thicker organs such as brea
and head can also be examined by transmission.1,2 The cuta-
neous vascular system can be examined using spectroscop
absorption measurements of diffused reflected light.3,4

The transmission of light through a given tissue depend
on the light absorption and the light scattering coefficients o
the arterial and venous blood and of the various componen
of the tissue. The contribution of the blood to the light absorp-
tion can be isolated by using a greater number of
wavelengths,4,5 or by assessment of tissue light absorption and
scattering after squeezing the blood out of the tissue.6,7 An-
other approach for the isolation of the contribution of blood to
the light absorption uses photoplethysmography~PPG!—the
measurement of light absorption changes due to the cardia
induced blood volume changes.4,8 Since the PPG signal origi-
nates from the arterial blood volume increase during systole
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the measurement of the PPG signal in several wavelength
pulse oximetry—enables the assessment of the oxygen s
ration in the arterial blood,SaO2.

Pulse oximetry provides information on the arterial blo
oxygen saturation. Oxygen saturation in the peripheral ven
blood SvO2 also has physiological and clinical significanc
as lower blood flow to the tissue results in higher utilizati
of the oxygen in the blood, hence lower value ofSvO2. The
assessment of blood supply to the limbs can provide inform
tion on its adequacy and also on the severity of shock
cardiac failure, in which diversion of blood flow from th
peripheral circulation towards more vital organs takes pla
However, in contrast to the routine use of pulse oximetry
SaO2 measurement, no accepted method for the measurem
of SvO2 is available. Iwasaki et al.9 suggested an invasive
method based on introducing a fiber optic transmission ca
eter into a peripheral vein for the measurement of the regio
SvO2. Similar to pulse oximetry, venous blood oxygen sa
ration can be obtained noninvasively by measuring the cha
in light absorption in two wavelengths after inducing chan
in the venous blood volume. Changes in oxyhemoglobin
deoxyhemoglobin concentration~D@HbO2# or D@Hb# respec-
tively! in the venous blood were measured by means o
commercial near-infrared spectroscopy~NIRS! device~NIRO
500, Hammamatsu, four wavelengths! during venous occlu-
sion andSvO2

10,11 or oxygen consumption12 were derived
from the values ofD@HbO2# and D@Hb#. Similar measure-
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Nitzan et al.
ments, also based on four wavelengths NIRS device, wer
performed on the brain, after inducing a change in the venou
blood volume by means of tilting the head1,13 or by occluding
the jugular vein.14–16 D@HbO2# and D@Hb# were also mea-
sured in the forearm after venous occlusion using reflection
measurements in two wavelengths only,17 but these changes
were only qualitatively evaluated, and were not used for quan
titative assessment ofSvO2.

In the following, a different method for the assessment of
venous blood oxygenation from measurements of light trans
mission through the tissue after venous occlusion is describe
Measurements of the transmission of light in two adjacen
wavelengths through venous blood of variable volume in-
duced by venous occlusion were used for the assessment
SvO2, using a simple method which is a modification of pulse
oximetry for the measurement ofSaO2. The same two wave-
lengths were also used for the evaluation ofSaO2 from the
PPG curves.

2 Theory
The transmitted light intensity,I t , through a sample of
hemolized blood is given by the Beer–Lambert law4

It5Io exp~2ad !, (1)

where I o is the incident light intensity,a is the absorption
constant of the blood, andd is the width of the tissue sample.
The transmitted light intensity,I t , through a tissue sample
which includes vessels with whole blood is given by

It5Io exp~2al2«cl !, (2)

where l is the effective optical path length, which is higher
than d because of scattering in the tissue,« and c are the
extinction coefficient and the concentration of the blood, re-
spectively.

During systole the tissue blood volume increases and con
sequently the light transmission through the tissue decrease
Photoplethysmography~PPG! is the measurement of the os-
cillatory changes in light transmission through tissue due to
the cardiac induced blood volume changes in the tissue. IfI s
is the light transmission through the tissue during the maxima
increase in tissue blood volume andI d is the light transmitted
through the tissue during end diastole~when the tissue blood
volume has its minimal value!, then

Is5Id exp~2«aDcal !,

ln~Id/Is!5«aDcal , (3)

where«a is the extinction coefficient for the arterial blood,
and Dca is the increase of blood concentration due to the
maximal systolic increase of blood volume. If the light trans-
mission is measured for two wavelengthsl1 andl2 , then

ln~Id /Is!15«a1Dca1l1 ,
(4)

ln~Id /Is!25«a2Dca2l2 .

For small blood volume changesDI a5I d2I s!I s , and
ln(Id /Is) can be approximated byDI a /I s . If the two wave-
lengths are close to each other, then the difference of th
156 Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2000 d Vol. 5 No. 2
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effective optical path length and of the blood concentrat
change between the two wavelengths can be neglected(I 1
'I 2 , Dca1 ' Dca2), and we can define the ratio

Ra5
~DIa /Is!1

~DIa /Is!2
'

«a1

«a2
(5)

which depends on the oxygen saturation of the arterial blo
as will be discussed below.

Usually, in order to have a higher difference in light tran
mittance between the two wavelengths, commercial pu
oximeters choose one of the wavelengths in the infrared
gion, above the isosbestic wavelength~805 nm! and the other
in the red region, where the difference in the extinction co
ficient between oxygenated and deoxygenated blood is m
mal. Then the red light scattering constant significantly diffe
from that of the infrared light~above 800 nm! resulting in
significantly different optical path lengths for the two wav
lengths. Furthermore, the difference in the absorption cons
significantly affects the illuminated tissue region, especially
reflection pulse oximetry. Due to the difference between
optical properties of the red and infrared light the pul
oximeters need calibration, which can be eitherin vivo or in
vitro calibration.18–20

It should be noted that the equations above are base
the assumption that the change in light transmission betw
systole and diastole is only due to change in blood volum
There is, however, substantial evidence that light transmiss
through blood also depends on the blood flow, probably d
to changes in the blood cell orientation.20,21Though this effect
may only have minimal influence on the blood flow throug
the arterial and arteriolar system, it significantly affects t
light transmission properties forin vitro finger models. Hence
the measurement of low valueSaO2 by means of pulse oxim-
etry calibrated byin vitro models cannot provide reliable
quantitative results.21

In a similar way to the measurement ofSaO2 by pulse
oximetry, SvO2 can be derived from transmission measu
ments of light in two wavelengths before and after an incre
in venous blood volume. When the venous blood volume
creases, the light transmitted through the tissue changes
I max to I min and the ratioRv , where

Rv5
ln~Imax /Imin!1

ln~Imax /Imin!2
5

«v1

«v2
(6)

depends on the oxygen saturation of the venous blood.Ev1
and Ev2 are the respective extinction coefficients in th
venous blood. In order to obtain a high signal-to-noise rati
is preferable to have a significant change in venous blo
volume. If, however,DI v is much less thanI min then Rv is
given by

Rv5
~DIv /Imin!1

~DIv /Imin!2
5

«v1

«v2
. (7)

The relationship between the ratioR and the oxygen satura
tion SO2 can be derived from the decomposition of the e
tinction coefficient« into its two components, the extinctio
coefficients for oxygenated blood«o and for deoxygenated
blood «d
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Measurement of Oxygen
«5«oSO21«d~12SO2!5«d1SO2~«o2«d!. (8)

Then18,19

R5
«d11SO2~«o12«d1!

«d21SO2~«o22«d2!
(9)

and

SO25
«d12R«d2

R~«o22«d2!1~«d12«o1!
. (10)

In the current study, the transmission of light through the
palm of the hand was used for the measurement ofSvO2. For
these measurements two adjacent wavelengths in the infrare
region, 767 and 811 nm, were chosen. This choice reduces th
error of neglecting the difference in the scattering constan
between the two wavelengths.19 Furthermore, while the higher
absorption of the red light in the tissue significantly reduces
the light intensity transmitted through the hand, the higher
transmittance of infrared light through the tissue enables
high signal-to-noise ratio.

3 Materials and Methods
3.1 Subjects and Examinations
Twenty healthy male subjects were examined. PPG in 76
and 811 nm was measured on the fingertip~index finger or
thumb! and SaO2 was derived from these measurements as
described below.SvO2 in the ulnar side of the hand or in the
fingertip was then determined by measuring the light trans
mission in two wavelengths through the palm of the hand o
the fingertip before and after the occlusion of veins in the
ipsilateral forearm by means of a pressure cuff. The light
transmission was measured at rest for about 30 s, then the cu
air pressure was raised to 25 mm Hg for about 30 second
then decreased. A pressure of 25 mm Hg occludes the vein
but has no effect on the incoming arterial blood flow. The
values of the light transmission in the finger or in the hand
before and after the pressure application were used for th
evaluation ofRv in the fingertip or in the hand, respectively,
using Eq.~6!. The subjects were examined in the sitting po-
sition, with their hands at heart level.

3.2 Pulse Oximetry
The transmission PPG probe is schematically shown in Figur
1. Two infrared emitting diodes~HE7601SG and HE8111,
Hitachi, Japan! emitting light at 767 and 811 nm, respectively,
were installed at 120° angles to one another so that both illu
minated the same skin surface. The spectral bandwidth~at
50% of the intensity level! for the two diodes was625 and
630 nm, respectively. The current through the diodes wa
modulated at 3 and 30 kHz in order to measure their output
separately. The light transmitted through the fingertip was de
tected by a PIN photodetector~S1223-01, Hamamatsu, Japan!
and the detector signal was then demodulated, filtered by low
pass filter~0–1 Hz!, and amplified. This signal was used for
the determination of the baselineI s of the pulse@see Eq.~5!#.
In a parallel channel the signal was high-pass filtered~0.2–40
Hz—time constant of five seconds! and the output was further
amplified for the determination of the pulse amplitude@DI a in
Eq. ~5!#. The PPG pulses in a period of about 20 s were use
d
e

ff
,
s

-

for the derivation ofRa and consequently ofSaO2.
In order to check the significance of the wavelength select
pulse oximetry was also measured at 635 and 937 nm usi
probe identical to that of Figure 1. The PPG pulses in
fingertips of ten subjects were examined using both pairs
wavelengths, and the value ofSaO2 was derived for each pai
of wavelengths, using Eq.~10!. Three subjects were also ex
amined by a commercial pulse oximeter~Nelcor Pulse
Oximeter, Nelcor, USA!.

3.3 Venous Blood Oxygenation
Venous blood oxygen saturation was measured in the finge
and in the hand. The light transmission through the finge
was measured by means of the PPG probe described ab
The device for the measurement of light transmission throu
the palm of the hand is shown in Figure 2. The light emitti
diodes were the same as those for PPG~767 and 811 nm!. The
photodetector was a photomultiplier tube@PMT, R5108,
Hamamatsu, Japan# with a response of 22 mA/W for the 76
and 811 nm. The voltage on the PMT was 700–870 V,
pending on the light transmission through the hand. The tra
mitted light was conveyed to the PMT by a fiber-optic bund
of 3 mm diameter.

Fig. 1 The two-wavelength PPG probe. The two LEDs (of emission
spectra centered at 767 and 811 nm) are installed at 120° angles to
each other. DET–PIN diode photodetector.

Fig. 2 The device for the measurement of light transmission through
the palm of the hand. The hand is installed between the two plates.
The two LEDs (of emission spectra centered at 767 and 811 nm) illu-
minate the hand, and the optic fiber bundle conveys the transmitted
light to the PMT.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2000 d Vol. 5 No. 2 157
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Nitzan et al.
SvO2 was derived from the values of the light transmission
before and after inducing an increase in venous blood volum
@Eqs.~6! and~10!#. The increase in venous blood volume was
achieved by applying 25 mm Hg on the forearm as describe
above.

3.4 Data Analysis
The output of the photodetectors was sampled at a rate of 50
samples per sec, digitized and stored in the computer memo
for off-line analysis. The minima and maxima of the PPG
signal were automatically identified using the algorithm
which was previously described.22 Then the amplitude~AM !
and the baseline~BL! of the PPG signal were determined for
each pulse. For each PPG examination the value ofRa was
derived from the mean values of AM/BL for two wavelengths
using Eq.~5!.

The mean light transmission before the venous occlusio
was derived for a period of 3–5 s before starting the pressur
application. The length of the period was chosen so that it
light transmission fluctuations were minimal. The light trans-
mission after the venous occlusion was determined for eac
wavelength in the region where the 811 curve stopped de
creasing. From these valuesRv was calculated using Eq.~6!.

SaO2 andSvO2 were calculated from theRa andRv values
using Eq.~10! and the corresponding values of the extinction
coefficients. For the light of the two light emitting diodes
~LEDs!, the extinction coefficients were derived from the ab-
sorption curves of oxygenated and deoxygenated blood, a
published in four articles.4,18,19,23The effective extinction co-
efficient for each LED light~as provided by the manufacturer!
was determined for the oxygenated and the deoxygenated h
moglobin using the spectrum of each LED light and the ex-
tinction coefficient curves. The mean value of the effective
extinction coefficient as derived from these articles was sub
stituted in Eq.~10! and the oxygen saturation in either the
arterial or the venous blood was derived from the correspond
ing value ofRa or Rv

for 767 and 811 nm: SO25
1.4842R

0.018R10.733
(11)

and for 635 and 937 nm: SO25
3.972R

0.36R13.38
.

(12)

Equations~11! and~12! were obtained by choosing the lower
wavelength asl1 and substituting the corresponding values of
the extinction coefficients in Eq.~10!.

Figure 3 showsSO2 as a function ofR for the pair of
wavelengths 767 and 811 nm and for the pair of wavelength
635 and 937 nm.

4 Results
The 767 and 811 nm light transmission curves through the
fingertip and the hand before and after the application of 25
mm Hg cuff air pressure for one of the subjects are shown in
Figures 4 and 5. Figures 4 and 5 present the low-pass filtere
light transmission curves@direct-current~dc! component#. In
the finger curve the PPG pulses are presented, and in the ha
curves the blood volume oscillations in the respiratory rate
158 Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2000 d Vol. 5 No. 2
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can be seen. Both 767 and 811 nm light transmission cu
show a swift decrease due to venous blood accumulation a
the venous occlusion. The 811 nm light~which is close to the
isosbestic wavelength! generally reached a plateau, or a min
mum, after which the curve slowly increased. In several
aminations the 767 nm curve continued to decrease e
when the 811 nm stopped decreasing, but the decrease
moderate. The values of light transmission before and du
the pressure application period were used for the assess
of Rv and consequently ofSvO2, using Eqs.~6! and ~11!.

In some examinations the light transmission showed s
nificant spontaneous fluctuations which resulted in inaccur
in the determination of light transmission values before a
during pressure application. The main type of fluctuatio
consisted of low frequency fluctuations in a 10–20 s per
which are related to the activity of the autonomic nervo
system.22,24 In most of the examinations in which these flu

Fig. 3 SO2 as a function of R for the two pairs of wavelengths. SO2
decreases as R increases.

Fig. 4 The curves of light transmission through the fingertip for the
two wavelengths 767 (upper curve) and 811 nm. The decrease in the
curves after 17 s is due to higher light absorption in the venous blood
volume increase induced by the venous occlusion.
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Measurement of Oxygen
tuations appeared it was possible to select a suitable region
relatively constant photodetector output, but for three subject
intense fluctuations did not enable appropriate analysis of th
curves. These subjects’ examinations were discarded from th
study.

Each subject was examined twice, and the values of thre
parameters—SaO2 ~as measured by the fingertip PPG curves!
and the fingertip and the handSvO2—were derived from the
corresponding curves of the first and the second examination
For each subject the values ofSaO2 in the two examinations
were almost identical,~i.e., differed by 0%–2%! except for
one subject, for whom values of 104% and 95% were ob
tained in the two examinations. The values of the fingerSvO2
in the two examinations differed by 0%–10%~mean 4.0%!
except for the same subject above, for whom the values o
SvO2 were 103% and 89%, respectively. The values of the
handSvO2 for 15 out of the 17 subjects differed by 1%–13%
in the two examinations~mean 6.4%!. For two subjects the
values of handSvO2 in the two examinations differed by
more than 30%: the subject above who showed values of 83
and 52% respectively and another subject who showed valu
of 75% and 43%. For these two subjects the higher value o
SvO2 was taken for further analysis, since the lower values o
SvO2 were exceptional~see Sec. 5!. For the other 15 subjects
the mean value ofSaO2 and SvO2 for the two examinations
was used for further analysis.

The mean value ofSaO2 was94.563.0%. Three subjects,
for whom the measured values ofSaO2 were 92%, 94%, and
96%, were also examined by means of a commercial puls
oximeter, which showedSaO2 values of 97%–98%. The
mean value of fingerSvO2 was 86.264.1%, and of hand
SvO2 was80.068.2%.The value ofSaO2 for all the subjects
was higher by 2%–15% than fingerSvO2 and by 1%–27%
than handSvO2. For 11 subjects the fingerSvO2 was higher
than handSvO2. The mean difference between fingerSvO2
and handSvO2 was 6.168.8% which is statistically signifi-
cant ~p,0.01 in paired studentt-test!. Figure 6 depicts the
values ofSaO2, finger SvO2, and handSvO2 for each of the
subjects. The order of the data is according to the increasin

Fig. 5 The curves of light transmission through the hand for the two
wavelengths 767 (upper curve) and 811 nm. The two arrows indicate
the period of venous occulsion.
f
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value ofSaO2. The values of fingerSvO2 and handSvO2 as a
function ofSaO2 are shown in Figure 7. Each pair of the thre
parameters did not show significant correlation.

The SvO2 values were obtained from the time when th
811 nm curve stopped declining or first showed relat
constancy—generally 5–10 s after the pressure applicat
Analysis of the curves taken at later periods provided low
values ofSvO2, indicating higher consumption of the tissu
blood oxygen, as will be discussed later. The average valu
SvO2 at about 30 s after the start of the pressure applica
was78.167.3% for the finger and61.0612.4%for the hand.

In ten subjects simultaneous examinations ofSaO2 were
performed both in the 767 and 811 nm wavelengths and in
635 and 937 nm wavelengths, using Eqs.~11! and ~12!, re-
spectively. For the first pair of wavelengths the mean~6SD!
value of SaO2 was 94.2%~63.2!. For the second pair the
value of SaO2 @as obtained from Eq.~12!# for each subject
was lower than that for the first pair, and the mean~6SD! was
88.3%~62.5!.

Fig. 6 The values of SaO2, fingertip SvO2, and hand SvO2 for each of
the subjects. SvO2 is lower than SaO2.

Fig. 7 The values of fingertip SvO2 and hand SvO2 for each of the
subjects. The correlation coefficient is 0.43 for both the finger SvO2
and the hand SvO2.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2000 d Vol. 5 No. 2 159
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5 Discussion
Pulse oximeters are extensively used forSaO2 measurement
in order to assess the adequacy of the cardiopulmonary sy
tem, mainly during surgical operations. Since the arteria
blood is distributed to all systemic organs from a single
source—the left ventricle—the value ofSaO2 is the same in
all the arteries, and is therefore independent of the arteria
blood flow in the tissue under examination. The value of
SvO2 is lower than that ofSaO2 because of the oxygen con-
sumption in the tissue. Reduction of blood flow while the
demand for oxygen from the tissue remains unchanged resul
in reduced values ofSvO2. Hence the measurement ofSvO2
provides information on the tissue oxygen consumption or on
the tissue blood flow.

In this studySaO2 was measured by pulse oximetry and
SvO2 was measured by transmission oximetry of venous
blood volume increment in the fingertip and the hand induced
by venous occlusion. Both measurements were performed b
light of two wavelengths in the near infrared region, at values
of 767 and 811 nm. The small difference in the wavelength
values assures similar scattering and absorption constants
that the assumption of equal effective path length for the two
wavelengths is justified~see Appendix!. The drawback of this
pair of wavelengths is its low sensitivity due to the small
difference in the absorption constant. In conventional pulse
oximetry the two wavelengths are chosen to be of greate
difference~say in the 650 and 900 nm regions! in order to
obtain a greater difference in their PPG curves and conse
quent higher sensitivity in the measurement ofSaO2. For this
choice of wavelengths however, the assumption of equal ef
fective path lengths is not valid, andin vivo calibration is
required for appropriate correspondence between the me
suredRa values and the patient’sSaO2 values.In vitro cali-
bration by means of mechanical models of blood flow canno
provide accurate quantitative values ofSaO2 since the flow
pattern in the tissue and in the model significantly differ, and
the blood flow influences the light scattering by the blood
cells due to the dependence of the blood cells’ orientation o
the blood flow.20,21

In our study, Eq.~11!, which was obtained from the ex-
tinction coefficient values for 767 and 811 nm, was used for
the assessment ofSaO2 andSvO2 without additional calibra-
tion. The values obtained forSaO2 were in the range of 90%–
100% with a mean of 94.5%, somewhat lower but in good
agreement with those expected for normal subjects, asid
from a single examination of one of the subjects where an
unexplained value of 104% forSaO2 was obtained. Pulse
oximetry measurements with light of 635 and 937 nm and Eq
~12! providedSaO2 values which were lower than theSaO2
values for healthy subjects. The lowSaO2 values are probably
due to the higher effective optical path length for the red light
( l 1, l 2), which result in erroneous high values ofR and con-
sequently low values ofSaO2 as can be seen in the Appendix.
Quantitative assessment of the error due to the different pat
length for the 767 and 811 nm wavelengths is also given in
the Appendix.

SvO2 in the hand and in the fingertip were obtained from
light transmission measurements in the two wavelengths be
fore and during venous occlusion. In most examinations the
811 nm curve reached a constant value after about 10 s, whi
160 Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2000 d Vol. 5 No. 2
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the 767 nm curve continued to decrease~see Figure 5!. The
explanation for this effect is that the transmission of the 8
nm light, due to its proximity to the isosbestic waveleng
mainly depends on the blood volume in the tissue, and st
decreasing when tissue blood volume reaches equilibri
i.e., when the venous blood pressure reaches 25 mm Hg
that point we expect the veins under the cuff to open,
blood flow in the limb will be small because of the hig
venous blood pressure. The transmitted light intensity for
767 nm wavelength continues to decrease even when ti
blood volume remains constant because of the ongo
deoxygenation of the blood in the tissue due to lower blo
flow and the higher absorption coefficient in the deoxygena
blood for the 767 nm wavelength. The value ofSvO2 in the
fingertip and in the hand after 30 s of venous occlusion w
significantly lower than its value after 10 s of occlusion, d
to the lower blood flow.

The decrease in the value ofSvO2 after 30 s of occlusion
indicates that the venous occlusion may decrease theSvO2

after 10 s too. However, it seems that the venous occlus
affects the blood flow andSvO2 only after a few seconds, s
that its effect after 10 s is expected to be small. The effec
the change in the optical properties of the blood and tis
due to the occlusion can also be neglected.12

The value ofSvO2 in the fingertip is lower thanSaO2, but
higher thanSvO2 in the hand, due to the relatively hig
amount of arterio-venous anastomoses~AVA ! in the fingertip,
which do not allow oxygen transfer to the tissue. The value
80.0% for the handSvO2 may also be higher than the typica
value of tissueSvO2, which is about 75%10,11,25 since the
palm of the hand also contains AVA.

For two subjects significantly lower values ofSvO2 were
obtained even after about 10 s of occlusion in one of the
examinations. These lower values ofSvO2 may occur if arte-
rial blood volume decreases either due to the cuff press
application or due to spontaneous fluctuations. It should
noted that in some examinations the light transmission cu
did not immediately decrease after the application of the
pressure on the forearm, but showed a small increase in
transmission for a short time, then the typical decrease
larger magnitude shown in Figure 5. This small increase
light transmission indicates a small decrease in tissue bl
volume, which can result either from back flow of arteri
blood towards the region under the cuff, where the cuff
pressure results in lower transmural pressure on the bl
vessels, or from a decrease in arterial and arteriolar diam
due to higher activity of the sympathetic nervous system
so, the measurement of the decrease in light transmissio
two wavelengths after venous occlusion can provide relia
quantitative information onSvO2 only after the possible in-
terference of arterial blood volume change is properly cons
ered.

In this study, bothSaO2 andSvO2 were derived from mea-
surements of light transmission through the tissue using
~11!. The use of similar equation for the reflection mode is n
straightforward, and is now under investigation. The use
transmission mode limits the use of the method for finge
hands, and feet, while reflection measurements can be ap
to other organs as well.
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Measurement of Oxygen
6 Conclusion
This study shows the possibility of measuring venous oxygen
saturation by applying Eq.~11! to the values of light absorp-
tion in two close wavelengths before and after induction of
venous blood volume increase by means of venous occlusio
The method is based on light transmission measurement, an
is therefore applicable toSvO2 measurements in the finger,
hand, and foot. SinceSvO2 is related to tissue blood flow and
oxygen consumption, the method provides information on the
adequacy of the tissue blood supply to the limbs. Similarly,
arterial blood oxygen saturation can be obtained from the
PPG curves in these two wavelengths and Eq.~11!, without
the need forin vitro or in vivo calibration.
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Appendix
Equation ~5! is obtained from Eq.~4! by assuming small
blood volume changes and a small difference between the tw
wavelengths in the effective optical path length and blood
concentration change. If one only assumes small blood vol
ume changes and a small difference of blood concentratio
changes, but permits a significant difference in the optica
path between the two wavelengths,l1 andl2 , then

Ra'
«a1

«a2

l1

l2
.

Taking l1 as the lower wavelength,l 1. l 2 due to the higher
scattering for the lower wavelength. ThenR in Eqs.~9!–~11!
should be replaced byR( l 2 / l 1) in order to obtainSO2. By
using the measured higher value ofR instead of the lower
value ofR( l 2 / l 1), the calculated value ofSO2 is lower than
its real value. For the two wavelengths 767 and 811 nm
( l 2 / l 1) can be assessed from the data of Duncan et al.26 for
the forearm,( l 2 / l 1)50.97.

Equation ~11! shows that a decrease inR results in an
increase inSO2. The relationship between the change in
R(DR) and the change inSO2(DSO2) is given by DSO2
5(dSO2/dR)DR where

dSO2 /dR50.760/~0.018R10.733!2.

For R50.75(SO2598%) a decrease inR by 3% results in an
increase inSO2 by

DSO251.36 DR51.3630.7530.0350.03,

i.e., SO2 should be increased by 3%.
For R51.0 (SO2564%) an increase inR by 3% results in

an increase inSO2 by 4%.
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